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This year was full of achievements , it was the happiest year at all and I 
pass it successfully . Firstly, I end two hebrew  language levels. 
Secondly, I did my special and exciting  graduation project that was 
done the first time in the arab world  " Multi-Frequency Tympanometry 
measurements in normal adults".  Thirdly, I pass all  courses, 
practicums and the final exam successfully. And finally I graduated J.



First semester courses and Marks

-Neurogenic Disorders(SPAU434): I got 73% in it.



-Clinical management(SPAU): I got 78% in it.



-clinical practicum soeech and language disorders 2(SPAU425): at 
Bethlehem Arab Society for Rehabilitation. I got 80% in it.



-Clinical practicum  audiology 2(SPAU426): At Bethlehem Arab Society 
for Rehabilitation.I got 80% in it.



Second semester courses and marks

-The final semester, I didn’t take academic courses. This semester was for 
practicum and seminar only.
-Clinical practicum speech and language disorders 3(SPAU436): At Arabic 
center for speech diorders and audiology.
There was no mark, I pass it
-Clinical practicum Audiology3(SPAU437): At arabic center for speech 
disorders and audiology.
I also pass it.
-The seminar: I got 88% in it.
-In this year, I devoted all my time in training , all the day hours were for 
training.





My seminar picture(with my group):



I have graduated in the thirtieth of  june , I was very happy and it was 
the best day ever.
These are the pictures:















Now, I am preparing for the procedures of the israeli 
board exam, so I am now volunteering at the 
Jerusalem Princess Basma Centre to end 160 
volunteering hours as a first stage before the exam.

After making the exam and pass it , I hope I will find a 
master scholarship to complete my study  to be 
developed in my specialty and I hope to find a job too.



-After graduation, in the fourteenth of july, I got married.



At the end I want to thank you a lot for everything , your scholarship 
was the most generous gift to me.Thanks for your generosity in 
supporting me as I pursue my dream.

I hope oneday I will be helping children in education as you did and are 
doing today.

Thanks DSMT
Haya.


